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THIS IS WHAT IS ACE ABOUT THEATRE IN THE MILL.
They’re a gate-keeper, but the gate has fallen off its f**king hinges
and the lock has been chucked into the grass somewhere.

As artists, that’s what we need.
- Leon Fleming, Artist

A WO RD FROM
T H E T EAM
This is a look back on a year we are immensely proud
of. 2019/20 was shaped by change and adaptation,
and was a year that has set us up to meet our ambitions
with creativity and strength in the face of unexpected
challenges.
As an artist development space we champion and
amplify marginalised voices, and this year has seen us
embracing new ways of sharing untold stories.
With a diverse programme including Welcome to Goma
and Right Queer Right Now we have given audiences a
taste of where our future lies: in brilliant collaborations
with amazing people making truly significant work.
In looking back we want to share with you the roots of
our momentum forwards. We hope you enjoy our very
first Annual Review.
- Rich, Jyothi, Hélène and Ivan

PR OG R A M M E

A YEAR OF CHANGE
2019/2020 was full of change for Theatre in the Mill as we
launched into an entirely new approach to sharing performances
with audiences.
After consulting with our artists and audiences we shifted from
presenting a one or two night only show every couple of weeks, to
presenting mini festivals over a long weekend several times a year.
Our Weekender model brought together audiences and artists for
diverse, brilliant performance connected by a shared theme - plus
food, drink, workshops and events to really make a weekend of it.

-

Demi Nandhra
No Laughing Matter

E D IN GUR GH FR IN GE
P R E V IE W W E E KE N D E R
JU LY 2019

This has allowed audiences to encounter new artists or works that
perhaps they wouldn’t have previously and in turn allowed the time
in between festivals to be dedicated to artists exploring new ideas
and ways of working.

We greeted 345 of you in summer rain
and flash floods to laugh and eat and
drink, and to enjoy some of the very best
theatre and comedy on its way up to the
Edinburgh Fringe Festival.
This included a world premier of the Fringe
First winning Rich Kids - A History of
Shopping Malls in Tehran and the awardwinning Life is No Laughing Matter by
Demi Nandhra.
Javaad Alipoor Company
Rich Kids - A History of
Shopping Malls in Tehran
Isma Almas About a Buoy

FEATURING... >>

Two Destination Language

Ben Mills

“Brilliant weekend of Edinburgh
t
Previews in #Bradford. We caugh
Rich Kids, Drone, About a Buoy,
.
& scoffed some Flat Bread Theory
it
Huge thanks to those who made
s”
happen! Full houses & full tummie
- Audience Member

Harry Josephine Giles

WIT ( H ) N E S S W E E KE N D E R
N OV EMB ER 2019

FEATURING...
Punjabi Roots Academy

Christian Watson

The Cultural Ecology Project

This festival of true accounts and fresh
perspectives shared virtual reality,
photography, theatre, spoken word, a
club night and interactive installations with
221 audience members. This was also
the inaugural outing for our fan favorite
hot chocolate shed?
“What a fanta
stic time we a
re
having at The
atre in the M
ill! The
team here ha
ve been abso
lutely
brilliant and
we’ve loved
putting on
a free matine
e with lots of
our Urdu
translation he
adsets access
ed”
- Lung Theatr
e

Trojan Horse, Lung Theatre
Megaphone
Al Dix & Sandra McCracken

Portraits of Others Youcef Hadjazi

ver knew about
“I loved the video and I ne
real. I loved it! “
life in Goma! The VR is so
- Audience member

W E LCO ME TO GO MA

Meet the club here...

AU T U MN 2019

This project was made in
collaboration with The Open Wheel and
Goma CC and saw 612 members of the public
joining us at our brand new TiM Square to get to
know Goma Cycle Club. The three-part installation
featured portraits, a documentary by the club, and
a Virtual Reality experience that used Occulus
Go headsets and bicycles to transport you to
the DRC, riding with your fellow cyclists
through Goma city.

Click to find out more about Goma CC...

RIGHT Q UE E R R IGHT N O W

Gloop Show 2: Glooptopia!
Gloop

PER-SO-NA
Kafayat Adègoke

FEB RUARY 2020

FEATURING...

Our three-year partnership with
Marlborough Productions and their
project New Queers on the Block
culminated in co-producing the best queer
valentine’s on record: four glorious days
of performance, workshops, sharing meals
and partying together with 423 of you.

Pull the Trigger
Vijay Patel

“Thank you
so much fro
m the botto
hear t! It wa
m of my
s such a lov
ely experien
many ways.
ce in so
It really rem
inded me w
what I do. Y
hy I do
ou guys are
smashing it.”
- Matilda Bu
ngard, Prod
ucer

Kirsty Taylor

Sonia Sandhu
First Time
Nathaniel Hall

Marikiscrycrycry
He’s Dead
marikiscrycrycry

v

SUPPOR TI NG A R TI S TS
COMMISS IONS + RESIDENC IES
Our mission is to create the best conditions for artists to develop their
practice, create the work they want to create, and thrive. We are so
lucky to have worked with hundreds of artists in dozens of ways across
2019/20.
This year we commissioned artists and small companies to develop
work ranging from bread-making to virtual reality cycling, from creating
a live concept album to developing creative technologies for blind
choreographers. We gave out £76,496 across 23 commissions.
Commissions are only one part of the package of support we offer artists.
We held 25 residencies across the year, with artists working in-house to
develop their work with our support.
We also offered out all our spaces as free rehearsal rooms where they
were available – on evenings, on weekends, at the last minute, and on
more occasions than we could keep track of.
We advised on and helped to write dozens of ACE funding applications,
wrote letters of support, and provided artistic, producing, marketing and
technical support to artists developing their projects.

T E CH R E S O UR CE S
23

COMMISSIONS
IN 2019-2020

£76,496

FOR ARTISTS &
SMALL COMPANIES

£29,868
NEW TECH
RESOURCES

The increase in spaces into which we are scheduling artists
has further stretched our tech resource, both in terms of
equipment and working hours.
Some of this has already been mitigated by the acquisition
in 2019 of an extensive LED lighting fixture stock, portable
DMX control (Nomad/Gadget) and compact but high
output PA rigs (H&K Nano 608i) to support working
creatively in non-traditional spaces. Our medium-term goal
is to develop and refine a model of ‘toolkit spaces’.

TO O LKIT S PACE S
What do we mean by a ‘toolkit space’?

25
ARTIST
RESIDENCIES

We intend to be able to hand artists the keys to a space where
they can safely play and experiment without needing our
permission or intervention.
We hope artists feel that they have technical resources on hand
that they have the capability to use and that is appropriate to
their work and stage of development.
We want artists to feel temporary ownership of a space and
a dedicated technical resource. We want each of our spaces
to have a different package of equipment and resources in
order for us to support more diverse practices and artists,
and to allow artists to experiment with digital (or analogue)
technology that they haven’t otherwise had the opportunity to
use.

Click to visit our
Artist Showcase

This approach will streamline our workflow and allow us to
spend more of our time interacting with artists on a consultancy
level, which will mean more of our expertise can be devoted to
artist development and the development of digital arts practice.

ve
The ar tists we work with ha
es,
diverse skills, experienc
so
identities and challenges,
for
our package of suppor t
d
each one was unique an
s.
built according to their need

marikiscrycrycry

Two Destination
Language

Ema Boswood

Jamal Gerald

ORGANISATIONAL
Brad ford Pro d ucin g Hub
At the beginning of the year, a consortium of arts organisations lead by Theatre in the Mill were successfully
awarded Arts Council funding to pilot Bradford Producing Hub. BPH is an exciting three-year programme to
build up Bradford’s creative scene so that an abundance of live performance is developed, produced and
enjoyed here.
Click here to out more about BPH and what we’re up to.

S TAN D AN D B E CO UN T E D
We were delighted to have Stand and Be Counted, the UK’s first Theatre Company of Sanctuary,
join us as Resident Company at Theatre in the Mill. They moved into their new base with us in
January, and we’ll be supporting them to develop across Bradford and beyond.
Click here to learn more about Stand and Be Counted

OUR TEAM
After many years as our Arts & Marketing Co-ordinator, we said goodbye to the wonderful Rachel Kaye in
September. Hélène Coelho joined us in December to complete our core team of four.

COVID - 19
This Annual Review is a look back on a year that ended in March 2020, in the midst of
a global pandemic. It’s difficult to look back on anything with hindsight so firmly on the
shoulder, but we’re grateful to have been in a strong position when lockdown arrived
and look forward to reflecting on our unexpected 2020/21 activity in next year’s report.
Take a look at our Covid-19 statement here.

Digital Arts Technician
Ivan Mack
Senior Producer
Jyothi Giles

Artistic Director
Rich Warburton

Arts & Marketing
Coordinator
Hélène Coelho

FINANCES
2019 - 2020 expenditure

2019 - 2020 INCOME
Marketing
Running costs

Other

Staffing
Ticket + Café-Bar Sales

Artist Fees
Tech Equipment

ACE/NPO

Artistic Programme Delivery
University of Bradford

Running costs
Staffing

£ 11,028
£ 142,393

Tech Equipment

£ 29,868

University of Bradford

£ 196,691

Artistic Programme Delivery

£ 13,771

ACE NPO

£ 121,276

Artist Fees

£123,120

Ticket + Café bar-sales

£ 6,913

Marketing

£ 11,289

other

£ 6,589

TOTAL

£ 331,469

We kept our running costs nice and low to make sure we spent as
much as possible on artists. This year we sent 100% of our ACE NPO
funding directly to artists for commissions and performance fees, plus
£1,844 extra in money we made at the box office.
We also set £29,868 aside over the summer to invest in new
sustainable LED lighting, portable sound kits, VR equipment, projectors,
Raspberry Pis and more. This adaptable tech kit has been invaluable
for the Weekenders, our Toolkit Spaces, and for lending out to artists
looking to experiment with different technologies.
The £13,771 for Artistic Programme Delivery was spent on fees
for project partners like Marlborough Arts, freelance marketing
and technical support to deliver our Weekenders, and equipment
hire. Finally, we spent £11,289 on marketing across printing our
programmes, social media, and building our beautiful new website.

TOTAL

£ 331,469

The £121,276 from Arts Council England NPO funding is
what we used to fuel our artistic programme, allowing us to
commission and showcase the artists we work with.
Having welcomed 1,875 audience members to TiM across
the year, we also made income by selling tickets and drinks
- but with prices kept low so we could welcome as many
people as possible, this is just a small slice of our income.
Finally, we made some money back through administrative
processes like VAT returns and tax relief.

THANK YOU

Thank you so much for reading our 20192020 Annual Review.
We hope this gave you a taste for what
we do here at Theatre in the Mill.
If you’d like to find out more, check out
our website and social media below and
feel free to get in touch.
www.theatreinthemill.com
@TiM_Bfd
@theatreinthemill
/theatreinthemill
Theatre in the Mill
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